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INTRODUCTION

SURGICAL TECHNIQUE

Hammertoe deformities are among the most common
conditions treated by foot and ankle surgeons. Many
techniques have been explored in order to adequately
address the pathology. One of the most common techniques
is pinning with Kirschner wires, which has proven to be
reliable with good outcomes (1). Other techniques include
implants, absorbable pins, buried pins, screws, and two-pin
fixation. Each of these techniques has pros and cons. Some
common disadvantages include pin tract infection, pin
pistoning, patient anxiety with pins, hardware failure, and
marrow edema.
One of the more challenging disadvantages to address
is stability in the frontal, transverse, and sagittal planes.
Harris et al (2) describe a technique utilizing stainless steel
suture that provides stability and eliminates complications
that may be seen with other techniques such as pinning.
The technique involves using guide holes drilled with a
Kirschner wire and passing stainless steel suture through
the guide holes to bring stability to the fusion site. There
are not many descriptions of similar techniques reported
in the literature. These authors use a similar approach with
some modifications. The suturedesis technique used will be
described.

Anatomic dissection is performed through the skin down
to the subcutaneous tissue. This layer is then brushed away
from the deep fascia layer (Figure 1). Once you are down to
the deep fascia, the extensor tendon is identified, followed
by identification of the PIPJ. An extensor tenotomy
is performed transversely. It should be noted that the
tenotomy is performed proximal to the flare of the head of
the proximal phalanx (Figure 2 and Figure 3). This allows
the surgeon to more readily retract for greater distraction
during dissection and suture the 2 ends back together. It
also allows for proper placement of the guide holes, which
will be discussed later.
Following the tenotomy, the extensor tendon is reflected
off the dorsal aspect of the proximal phalanx. Reflection of
the tendon only needs to be carried out proximally in a
minimalistic fashion unless procedures are required at the
metatarsophalangeal joint (MPJ), then reflection of the
tendon can be carried out to the level of the MPJ. After
dissection, the head of the proximal phalanx is resected with
a saw. The cut is made distal to the flare of the proximal
phalanx head with care being taken to not over shorten
the phalanx. The cut is angled slightly from dorsal-distal to

Figure 1. Layered dissection is performed to
the deep fascia layer.

Figure 2. Transverse tenotomy is performed
proximal to the flare of the proximal phalanx.
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Figure 3. Transverse cut of the extensor
tendon and ability to use flap for retraction.

plantar-proximal (Figure 4). Cutting the proximal phalanx
first will make it easier to dissect the middle phalanx.
Attention is then directed to the base of the middle
phalanx. Care is taken to circumferential dissect tissue off
the base of the middle phalanx (Figure 5). This will allow
for proper placement of the guide holes and allow for
proper passing of the suture. Next, the base of the middle
phalanx is resected using a saw. Only a small amount of
bone needs to be resected off the middle phalanx. The
surgeon may use Adson Brown forceps to hold the middle
phalanx, in order to gain more control for this resection.
The cut is made with a slight proximal-dorsal to plantardistal angle. One can imagine the orientations of the cuts on
the proximal phalanx and middle phalanx making a triangle
with the fulcrum at the dorsal aspect. The reason that these
cuts are made in this manner is to provide the digit with a
natural curl appearance at the end of the procedure. After
resection of the middle phalanx the plantar plate of the PIPJ
is sharply dissected out and discarded (Figure 6). This is
done to prevent any soft tissue from preventing arthrodesis
and to eliminate the contraction created by the flexors. At
this point in the procedure positioning and alignment of the
joint is re-evaluated.
Once alignment and positioning of the PIPJ is adequate,
the surgeon will take a 0.045 Kirschner wire and drill a pilot
hole centrally in the proximal phalanx. From this central
pilot hole, the surgeon will angulate the Kirschner wire in
a dorsal-lateral fashion. The exit point of this guide hole is
just distal to the flare and on the dorsal-lateral aspect of the
proximal phalanx (Figure 7 and Figure 8). Next, another
guide hole is drilled from the central pilot hole and will exit
just distal to the flare and on the dorsal medial aspect of the

Figure 4. Orientation of proximal phalanx cut.

Figure 5. Circumferential dissection around
the middle phalanx to help create enough
access for guide hole placement.

proximal phalanx. After the guide holes are placed in the
proximal phalanx, attention is then directed to the middle
phalanx. The same sequence is carried out with a central
pilot hole in the middle phalanx being drilled first (Figure 9
and Figure 10). Then in similar fashion, the exit points will
be to the dorsal medial and the dorsal lateral aspect of the
middle phalanx.
Once the guide holes are placed, 3-0 stainless steel on
a curved needle or small half circle needle is passed through
the holes (Figure 11). The suture is passed through the 2
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Figure 6. Removal of the plate to eliminate
contraction
of
flexors
and
prevent
complications with arthrodesis.

Figure 7. Orientation of the guide holes in the
proximal phalanx.

Figure 8. Dorsal view of the orientation of
the guide holes in the proximal phalanx.

Figure 9. Orientation of the guide holes in the
middle phalanx.

medial guide holes first. Care must be taken to not bend
or kink the stainless steel as it is passed through each set of
guide holes. The stainless steel is then cut in a manner that
will leave an adequate amount of tail for cinching down of
the suture. Next, another 3-0 stainless steel suture is passed
through the lateral guide holes, and the suture is then cut
as to leave enough tail for tightening. At this time, the PIPJ
can again be re-evaluated for positioning and alignment.
The sutures are then tightened down starting with the
medial or lateral side. The surgeon does 2 throws in total.

The first throw will re-approximate and tighten the 2 joint
ends and the second throw will keep the construct in place.
After this is performed, the stainless steel is cut and the
ends are tamped down towards the midline of the proximal
phalanx. This will allow the extensor tendon to lie off the
stainless steel, which will minimize any prominent suture
material. At this point the surgical site is washed out and
closure begins with re-approximating the extensor tendon
with 3-0 vicryl. The subcutaneous layer and skin are closed
with 4-0 and 5-0 vicryl, respectively.
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Figure 10. Dorsal view of the orientation of guide
holes in the middle phalanx.

Figure 11. Showing the sutures tied down. Fiber
wire was used but the surgeon will consistently use
stainless steel.

DISCUSSION

to timing, with more experience the surgeon will become
more efficient. The learning curve to this procedure is not
terribly steep. There may also be times (such as infection or
pain) in which the sutures must be removed. The author
has not found removal of the sutures to be difficult. Out
of the thousands of suturedesis procedures that have been
performed the author has only needed to remove a handful.
In conclusion, suturedesis of the PIPJ when addressing
hammertoe deformities is a very viable option. It should
especially be considered with mild to moderate deformities
that will not require pinning across the MPJ. Despite some
of the disadvantages that naturally exist with this procedure,
the advantages make a strong argument in the case of
utilizing this procedure. Suturedesis provides rotational
stability where pinning fails, brings stability to the transverse
and sagittal plane even in the absence of functioning soft
tissue, and may be associated with higher fusion rates.

This surgical technique may initially take a surgeon more
time to perform (at least until it becomes more familiar)
but it still has its advantages. Stability is one of the more
advantageous aspects of this procedure. When pins are used,
the digit still lacks rotational stability (1). The suturedesis
technique with 3-0 stainless steel suture provides rotational
stability because of the 2 guide holes that are being used.
Some surgeons will keep as much soft tissue intact as possible
in order to give the joint more stability especially within the
sagittal and transverse planes. Suturedesis provides stability
despite the surrounding soft tissue being disrupted. The 2
guide holes essentially take the place of surrounding soft
tissue attachments and will prevent drifting within the
sagittal and transverse planes at the level of the PIPJ.
A second advantage to this technique is that the
surturedesis will provide compression at the fusion site. Pins
may piston, which will lead to a lack of compression. This
lack of adequately-coapted bone ends may lead to a higher
rate of pseudo arthrodesis (3). Using 2 stainless steel sutures
will adequately compress the joint and provide stability.
Although suturedesis provides greater compression, future
research is needed to determine if higher rates of fusion are
seen in suturedesis compared to pinning or other techniques.
Some disadvantages to consider when performing this
procedure include increased time to perform the suturedesis
and possible removal of the sutures themselves. In regard
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